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MANAGE ONESELF MANAGE SPACE MANAGE THE BALL

IC3 - INTELLIGENCE, COMPETENCE, COURAGE, CHARACTER TIME DESCRIPTION
Warm-up/activation

3v1/4v1 rondos - various shapes
TEAM DATE SESSION TIME 5v2 side-by-side, the river game - SD

EQUIPMENT EMPHASIS/THEME Eyes + Ideas, Figure It Out + Fake Them Out

Cones, balls, bibs, mini-
goals Perception, space, movement

Triangle FYP with wall pass - SD
1v1 to hex cones - SD

Week of Nov 2 2020 - S1 4 goal shooting in frame
TOTAL SPACE LOAD SESSION DURATION 9-Clap, Me/We/You, Jump rope challenge

1/4 field Med 75:00  Cooldown - Dragon, lizard, butterfly, pigeon

ACTIVITY 1 Warm-up/activation ACTIVITY 2 Triangle FYP with wall pass - SD

A-walk grids - receiver checks away then
butt kickers, hamstring scoop, A-skip back (1), ball is played (2) and returned
Frankenstein, 2x front plank, Introduce CMJ (3), receiver moves around defender

PHYSICAL ACTIVATION FUNCTIONAL/SPORTS SKILLS SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION
Box-5 Seated arm swings

10x10 yds (age-
appropriate)

Triangle follow your pass with SD
Jog, hips-in/out, high knees,

swings, high skips Sole roles (side/side, fwd/back, switch feet) away from defender, receiver uses body to shield moves into a staging grid
V-inside, V-outside, switch feet, Messi slide Insist that ball is played to correct foot and with (orange, then blue)

2x lateral plank, 4x glute bridge, Toe touches COACHING POINTS cone (4) then receives return pass (5) -
jog w/ arm circles, jog w/ arm Bells Use yellow cones as shadow defenders - play after playing pass at cone C, player

9-clap, Eyes+Ideas

Juggling proper pace - ask for verbal + non-verbal PROGRESSION
communication 2 touch -> 1 touch

ACTIVITY 3 1v1 to hex cones - SD ACTIVITY 4 3v1/4v1 rondos - various shapes
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION

10x10 yds

Players are assigned as leader (L) and

10x10 yds

Rondos of various shapes
follower (F) - leader decides whether
to go right/left, follower must shadow

Check that players are able to stop at target using beat the interior defender(s) line
proper technique Understand whether we have a long or short

COACHING POINTS Rotate roles frequently COACHING POINTS
Leader may feint to start but must commit Keep score Look to position when receiving to

Eyes + Ideas - Figure It Out, Fake Them Out - Do It, Did It Work Copyright © 2020  205 Sports

Allow one change-of-direction order to decide when in possession

For change-of-direction, look for different moves PROGRESSION side of the grid to work with PROGRESSION
Follower should be visually checking in with leader Assign task at start/stop (eg, bells) Perceive the environment when off the ball in Rotate player groups through shapes



TOTAL 15:00 TOTAL 20 mins
SETS/REPS SETS/REPS

WORK WORK
REST REST

ACTIVITY 3

Eyes + Ideas - Figure It Out, Fake Them Out - Do It, Did It Work Copyright © 2020  205 Sports

on transition, quickly switch the ball to challenge on switch approach - when flighting ask for angled approach

Defenders - attempt to corner an attacker on the PROGRESSION using an external focus - with laces, encourage locking PROGRESSION
ball, look for poor first touch or telegraphed pass, Allow free pass, then allow players of ankles, avoid scooping the ball, relative straight Add targets in goals (bibs tied to net)

in and out of the middle, look to pass ball around Count 10 passes = 1 pt players to take a longer last stride to the ball to Develop both laces and flighted
rather than through opponents increase hip flexor tension - communicate techniques

COACHING POINTS defenders join new grid, 2 old defenders COACHING POINTS distances - coaches monitor technique,
Attackers - look to form rondo shape - try to move go to middle grid Look at position of plant foot relative to ball - ask help players make corrections

15x15 yds

Field is divided into 3 grids - game Start with partner passing before goals
starts 5v2 in one grid - if the 2 win Small groups of players (2-3) are 
the ball, they switch to the other to each goal - players take turns

grid, join their teammates, 2 central striking the ball from steadily increasing

SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION

1/4 field Med 75:00  Cooldown - Dragon, lizard, butterfly, pigeon

ACTIVITY 5 5v2 side-by-side, the river game - SD ACTIVITY 6 4 goal shooting in frame

Week of Nov 2 2020 - S1 4 goal shooting in frame
TOTAL SPACE LOAD SESSION DURATION 9-Clap, Me/We/You

3v1/4v1 rondos - various shapes
TEAM DATE SESSION TIME 5v2 side-by-side, the river game - SD

EQUIPMENT EMPHASIS/THEME Eyes + Ideas, Figure It Out + Fake Them Out

Cones, balls, bibs, mini-
goals

Perception, space, movement
Triangle FYP with wall pass - SD

1v1 to hex cones - SD

IC3 - INTELLIGENCE, COMPETENCE, COURAGE, CHARACTER TIME DESCRIPTION
Warm-up/activation

MANAGE ONESELF MANAGE SPACE MANAGE THE BALL
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